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Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley
Mud Pine Creek to Indiana-Illinois State Line

In this segment the valley continues due west, straddling the Benton-Warren county line.  The valley is much wider here than
in the previous segment, averaging four to five miles.  Data in this segment are sparse, but it appears that the sediment fill in the
valley becomes progressively more clay rich to the west.  The basal sand and gravel in the segment to the east discussed previ-
ously, is still present here and is still the main aquifer; but it is thinner and narrower and may be split by a clay layer.  Cross-
Section O-O' (Plate 1, Figure 21) clearly illustrates the thicker clay fill of this segment and the decreasing thickness of the basal
sand and gravel aquifer.  As before, thinner sand and gravel zones are present above the basal aquifer.

Two test holes were drilled in this segment.  Test Hole 2 is located near the east edge of the segment in T. 24 N., R. 8 W.,
Section 31 (east of the intersection of U.S. 41 on County Road 1050, less than a mile west of Mud Pine Creek).  From the sur-
face to 100 feet there is a sequence of clay with thin layers of sand and gravel.  The upper surface of the basal sand and gravel
zone lies at a depth of 100 feet and extends downward to 303 feet with only one thin clay break near the top.  The bedrock floor
of the valley is encountered at 303 feet.  Near the west edge of the segment, in T. 24 N., R. 9 W., Section 31 (north of the
Benton/Warren County Line near County Road 900W) is Test Hole 1.  At this location, clay extends down to 244 feet with scat-
tered sand and gravel zones.  The basal sand and gravel zone is found from 244 to 340 feet and is split by a 21 foot layer of
sandy clay from 284 to 305 feet.  Bedrock lies at 340 feet.  Comparison of the two test holes shows the basal aquifer thinning
to the west.

Ground-water availability in this segment is more limited than areas previously discussed due to thinner sand and gravel
zones.  Although most domestic wells provide adequate water (5 to 25 gpm), the area is poorly tested for high-capacity well vol-
umes.  One municipal well at Ambia reportedly produced 100 gpm, the highest documented well yield in this segment of the
bedrock valley.  It is expected that wells drilled into the basal sand and gravel aquifer should produce from 300-600 gpm.

Generalized Ground Water Availability of the
Bedrock Aquifers Underlying the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley

In addition to the unconsolidated materials filling the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley, the bedrock underlying the valley also
contains water-producing units.  Because the bedrock supplies water for much of the area around the valley, the potential of
obtaining water from the bedrock was evaluated.  Many bedrock types are present along the path of the bedrock valley, and the
availability of ground water varies with the bedrock type.

Ground-water availability of the bedrock occurring along the valley floor, flanks, and uplands of the Lafayette (Teays)
Bedrock Valley is discussed from east to west and oldest to youngest.  This discussion focuses primarily on the water-bearing
characteristics of the bedrock. For detail on lithology and stratigraphy of the bedrock, refer to the Bedrock Geology section of
this report under the heading of Geologic Setting. Figure 4 also provides a map showing the location of bedrock types in and
near the bedrock valley.

Ordovician Age bedrock subcrops in the deepest portion of the valley in the eastern part of the state.  To the west, progres-
sively younger bedrock units of Silurian, Devonian, and Mississippian Age are present in the valley floor.

Ordovician Age Bedrock

The bedrock formations of Ordovician Age are generally not considered to be a potential source of ground water.  Because of
the typically shaley nature of this alternating limestone-shale bedrock, little water is usually encountered.  However, in some of
the test holes drilled for this study, substantial losses in drilling mud occurred where the Ordovician bedrock was encountered
which would seem to indicate the potential for sizable volumes of ground water.  Excluding these anomalous circumstances, the
Ordovician bedrock (Maquoketa Group) is not expected to be a source of water, and dry wells are common.

Silurian Age Bedrock

Overlying the Ordovician bedrock are various formations of Silurian Age. These formations have varying degrees of water-
bearing potential depending upon the physical properties and units present.  In general the Silurian is considered as a significant
aquifer for moderate to large volumes of ground water (150 to 600 gpm).
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Silurian Aquifers

The Salamonie Dolomite is present in and near the bedrock valley in Adams, Jay, and Blackford Counties (Figure 4).  This
unit and the underlying Cataract Formation appear to be capable of yielding, in most cases, 75 to 300 gpm to properly con-
structed large-diameter wells.  An occasional well in the range of 500 gpm may be obtained.

The Pleasant Mills Formation is present in and near the bedrock valley in portions of Jay, Blackford, Grant, Huntington,
Wabash and Miami Counties (Figure 4). It is a moderate producer of ground water as denoted by various large-diameter wells
drilled for industrial and municipal purposes. Yields of wells penetrating this formation and the underlying Salamonie Dolomite
and Cataract Formation are in the range of 50 to 250 gpm.  Some wells have yielded larger amounts where the Pleasant Mills
Formation forms the subcrop, but such wells are an exception.  

The Lower Wabash (Mississinewa Shale) is present in and near the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley in portions of Grant,
Huntington, Wabash, and Miami Counties (Figure 4).  This unit is not normally considered to be a good source of ground water;
however, locally some wells penetrating this bedrock aquifer may yield up to 100 gpm.  Well yields of 25 gpm or less can be
expected to properly constructed large-diameter wells in most cases.

The rocks making up the Upper Wabash comprise the upper most bedrock units of Silurian Age that are found in and near the
bedrock valley in much of Miami, Cass, White, and Carroll Counties (Figure 4).  Wells drilled into these bedrock aquifers and
the underlying deeper units of Silurian Age can be expected to yield limited to moderate amounts of ground water (75 to 250
gpm) to properly constructed large-diameter wells.

In the uplands away from the bedrock valley and its tributaries, where the bedrock topography assumes a more plain-like
appearance (Plate 1), the yields of wells in the Silurian Aquifers appear to be more predictable and approach expected average
maximum yields of 300 gpm on a more consistent basis.  This may be due in part to the greater thickness of weathered bedrock
containing numerous joints, fractures and solution enlarged zones.

Devonian Aquifers

Devonian Age bedrock of the Muscatatuck Group is present in and near the bedrock valley in Carroll, White and Tippecanoe
Counties (Figure 4).  Although the Muscatatuck subcrop is narrow (Figure 4), these rocks constitute a portion of the bedrock
aquifer system present in the western part of the state.  These formations are similar in water-bearing characteristics to the ear-
lier mentioned Silurian age dolomites and limestone bedrock.  Wells drilled into the Muscatatuck Group, and the deeper Silurian
bedrock can be expected to yield limited to moderate (50 to 250 gpm) amounts of ground water.

Devonian-Mississippian Age

The New Albany Shale of Devonian-Mississippian Age is present in and near the bedrock valley in White, Carroll,
Tippecanoe, Benton, and Warren Counties (Figure 4).  The New Albany Shale is not normally considered as an aquifer, but some
wells completed in it have yields up to 5 gpm.

Mississippian Age

Rocks of the Borden Group of early Mississippian Age subcrop in and near the bedrock valley in portions of Tippecanoe,
Warren and Benton Counties (Figure 4).  

The Borden rocks are not normally considered to be a significant aquifer, and wells drilled into it often encounter little water.
Wells drilled deep into the Borden bedrock formation run an increasing risk of encountering high levels of mineralized water,
including sodium chloride (salt water) and other salts.

Pennsylvanian Age

Erosional remnants of the Pennsylvanian Age bedrock are present near the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley in Warren County
at the higher elevations of the bedrock surface.  These rocks constitute a minor aquifer source and wells typically yield from a
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few gallons per minute to a maximum of 25 gallons per minute to properly constructed large-diameter wells.

Ground-Water Flow
Potentiometric Surface

Many view the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley as an underground river with water moving down a stream channel to some
unknown distant point.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  As shown earlier, the valley is filled with varying types of
glacial deposits through which ground water moves.

Ground water flow, or movement of ground water, in the area underlain by the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley is generally
in a direction toward the major rivers, which serve as the discharge points, or drains, for the various hydrologically connected
aquifer systems.  The movement of ground water is down gradient from areas of higher ground to areas of low ground, which
normally are the major rivers.  

The bedrock valley exerts no discernible influence on the regional ground-water flow system.  The valley is not a discharge
point for the regional ground-water system, nor does ground water flow through the valley like a river.  Water is contained with-
in the deposits filling the valley, and generally moves at a very slow rate, typically from less than one foot per day to a maxi-
mum of about ten feet per day toward the point of discharge laterally and/or upward into one of the major rivers.  The water
level map developed for the area surrounding the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley (Plate 2) shows a gradual but consistent
decline in elevation as the water moves to the points of discharge.

Ground water discharged from the regional aquifer systems maintains flow in the streams even during the driest periods of
the year.  Essentially all streams and rivers in this area of the state are effluent, or gaining streams; they are receiving water from
the ground water system rather than losing flow to it.

In the central and western part of the state underlain by the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley the Wabash River is the major
discharge point for the ground-water system, along with various major tributary streams such as the Eel and Tippecanoe Rivers,
and Wildcat Creek.  In the area west of Lafayette and toward the Illinois state line, the ground-water flow is to the east and south-
east toward the Wabash River.

Ground-Water Quality
Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley

Only a limited number of chemical analyses are available for wells tapping aquifers in or above the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock
Valley; however, these analyses provide valuable insights into the general ground-water chemistry that can be expected from
wells drilled into the bedrock valley aquifers. The chemical analyses tabulated in Table 1 are presented in east-to-west order.

General Chemical Analysis

In the eastern part of the state, the ground water for aquifers in the bedrock valley is hard and contains high levels of sulfate
and iron.  Sulfate content in the range of 100 to 600 milligrams per liter (mg/L) is common.  Iron levels are typically in the range
of 1 to 3 mg/L.  Fluoride above 1 mg/L is present in much of this area, and levels up to 4 mg/L are noted, negating the need for
supplemental fluoridation of waters for schools and other public uses.  Other chemical constituents are fairly typical for much
of Indiana, except for the sodium level, which is slightly elevated (See Table 1).

In the north-central part of the state, the available analyses for aquifers in the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley indicate lower
hardness and sulfate levels relative to areas to the east.  Fluoride levels are well below 1 mg/L and sodium is typically less than
50 mg/L.  The iron content is generally in the range of 1 to 2 mg/L and the manganese level is often high enough to require
removal.  The levels of other constituents are fairly typical of ground water in Indiana.

In the western part of the state, the chemistry of waters contained within the aquifers of the bedrock valley is similar in com-
position to much of the ground water generally present in that portion of the state.  Hardness levels are typically in the range of
300 mg/L or greater, and iron is in excess of 1 mg/L.  All other constituents generally are at moderate levels, except for man-
ganese whose elevated levels may require removal.  Further to the west, the manganese levels are substantially lower.



In general, the chemical content of ground water from aquifers in or above the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley is consid-
ered satisfactory for most household, municipal, commercial, and irrigation uses without significant treatment.  The water is typ-
ically above a hardness level of 300 mg/L and iron removal is required for aesthetic purposes in most cases.  Manganese levels
above 0.1 mg/L, common in the central and western portions of the state, require removal along with the iron present. Sulfate
levels are substantially elevated in portions of the eastern part of the state and fluoride concentrations above 1 mg/L are com-
mon.  Beyond these noted constituents most other components of the ground-water chemistry are of a moderate level and bear
little consideration for further treatment.

Recharge
Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley

Recharge to aquifers within the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley occurs in much the same manner as it does to any of the
other aquifers in the state, namely by the downward percolation of local rainfall through the soil horizon and underlying for-
mations. Recharge does not occur to these aquifers from remote sources such as Lake Michigan, Lake Superior, or the
Appalachian Mountains, but from precipitation falling in the immediate area.  Observation wells equipped with automatic, con-
tinuous, water-level recording devices positioned at various places throughout the state attest to the quick response of aquifers
to localized rainfall events.  This condition is particularly noticeable during certain periods of the year when local rain storms
only a few miles in width cause significant water level rises in affected wells, while other wells outside of these storms paths
show no change at all.

Available information on recharge to the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley aquifers indicates no departure from the expected
normal recharge pattern.  In fact the observation well in Benton County (Be #4), which is completed in a thick basal fill sand
and gravel aquifer contained within the bedrock valley at the depth of 310 feet, exhibits a recharge pattern typical for observa-
tion wells in that area of the state and typical for aquifers having similar hydraulic characteristics.

Conclusions

It is perhaps an understatement to say that the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley is an important source of ground water for
north-central Indiana.  The work completed in the joint effort by the IDNR Division of Water and the Indiana Geological Survey,
while generating significant amounts of new data, provided only a "snapshot" of the geologic and hydrologic characteristics of
this unique major buried valley system.  New ground-water development projects, completed after the project's test drilling, have
provided verification of the highly productive nature of the aquifer systems contained in the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley.

In the eastern segment of the valley, the most prolific ground-water supplies are generally associated with the entrance of trib-
utary valleys into the main-stem.  In other locations within this area of the state, only minor amounts of ground water can be
obtained, particularly in those segments containing thick sequences of reddish-brown clay.

Further west, in the stretch from Richvalley to Peru, is found some of the greatest potential for ground-water development.
Exhumation of the buried valley, coupled with the addition of more recent sand and gravel deposits, has created a highly trans-
missive and easily recharged aquifer complex.  Individual well yields in excess of 2,000 gpm have been obtained from this
aquifer in Peru.

From Peru west to I-65 near Lafayette the aquifers contained in the bedrock valley offer good to excellent ground-water poten-
tial.  In some areas, cementation of sand and gravel units reduces their productivity.  This segment of the buried valley system
is largely untapped at the present time and will be an important source of water for agricultural irrigation and public water sup-
ply purposes.

In the Lafayette and West Lafayette area, the superposition of the Wabash River valley on the underlying buried valley sys-
tem has created ideal conditions for major ground-water development.  The aquifer complex in this segment has been a signif-
icant factor in the economic development of the area.  In July of 1988 up to 36 mgd of ground water was pumped from the
aquifer system without any significant decline in water levels.

From West Lafayette to the Illinois State Line, the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley was virtually uncharted until this study.
Today, it is clear that this area still holds some geologic "secrets."  It is a complex area where overflow channels and classic
stream course morphology lie buried beneath deposits from multiple glacial advances.  To the communities of Otterbein and
Oxford, the buried valley has become an essential source of high-quality ground water.  And, as the valley exits Indiana, its geo-
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logic character appears to change once again, as do ground-water conditions.

The aquifers associated with the Lafayette (Teays) Bedrock Valley system will continue to be an important source of water
for portions of north-central Indiana and can be expected to provide additional quantities of water for agricultural, industrial,
and public water-supply needs.
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APPENDIX A

GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS OF TEAYS VALLEY TEST HOLES

The following test hole information is a summation and tabulation of the data at sites for which driller's logs, gamma ray logs
are available. The location of each test hole is depicted below and in Figure 6 of the text.

Allen

Jay

Lake

Knox

Vigo

White

Jasper

Cass

Clay

Pike

Rush

LaPorte

Parke

Grant

Greene

Perry

Clark

Ripley

Noble

Gibson

Porter

Wells

Posey

Elkhart

Owen

Henry

Boone

Miami

Putnam

Jackson

Dubois

Shelby

Pulaski Fulton

Marion

Wayne

Clinton

Harrison

Sullivan

Benton Carroll

MartinDaviess

Orange

Kosciusko

Morgan

Monroe

Madison

Newton

Marshall

Dekalb

Warrick

Wabash

Brown

Warren

Franklin

Adams

Spencer

Starke

Decatur

Randolph

Lawrence

Whitley

Fountain
Hamilton

St. Joseph

Washington

Tippecanoe

Jennings

Delaware
Tipton

Hendricks

Montgomery

Jefferson

LaGrange Steuben

Howard

Johnson

Scott

Huntington

Hancock

Crawford

Dearborn
Bartholomew

Fayette Union

Floyd

Vermillion

Vanderburg

Switzerland

Ohio

Blackford

16
9A 10

11 12

17
13 18

14

19 15

1 2
3A 3B 4 5

6 7

8
101

108 97,121
94,95

92,93, &137
86 9
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